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Brill Selects Copyright Clearance Center to Manage  
Article Processing Charges for Four New  

Open Access Publications 
 

Leading International Scholarly Publisher to Use RightsLink® for Open Access to Streamline the 
Entire Author Fee Transaction for Biology, Humanities, Law, and Social Sciences Books and Journals  
 

Danvers, Mass. – Brill, a leading international scholarly publisher, has chosen the 

RightsLink® for Open Access platform from Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. (CCC), a global 

licensing and content solutions organization, to manage Article Processing Charges (APCs) for its 

recently launched, international Open Access journals: Brill Open Biology, Brill Open Humanities, Brill 

Open Law, and Brill Open Social Sciences. 

Brill Open offers authors the choice to make research freely accessible online in exchange for 

a publication charge to comply with funding mandates or university requirements.  Brill is committed to 

offering authors multiple Open Access models if they choose to publish in one of Brill’s numerous 

book series or growing list of fully Open Access journals. 

RightsLink for Open Access streamlines the entire author fee transaction for Open Access 

charges, page charges, color charges, and more, giving publishers a robust pricing, discount and 

collections engine.  Brill authors will be prompted to pay any charges due from within its editorial 

workflow since Brill is leveraging the deep integration between Aries Systems’ Editorial Manager and 

RightsLink for Open Access.  

 “RightsLink for Open Access makes it easy for an author or his/her designee to submit APCs 

to Brill,” said Darren Gillgrass, Director, Product Management, Rightsholder Products and Services, 

CCC.  “RightsLink streamlines an otherwise complicated process by providing authors accurate 

estimates for APCs and other fees at the manuscript submission stage, including discounts, and then 

by making it easy to submit payments upon manuscript acceptance.” 

“Implementing RightsLink for Open Access will help us remain agile as our Open Access 

business model evolves,” said Sam Bruinsma, Vice President, Business Development & Electronic 

Publishing, Brill.  “In particular, the flexible nature of the RightsLink platform will allow Brill to add 

hybrid journals and Open Access books in a phased approach.”  
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As part of its commitment to education, CCC regularly updates its Open Access Resource 

Center, a collaboration with the Association of Learned and Professional Society Publishers (ALPSP), 

which curates links to the latest Open Access news, reports, industry whitepapers, webinars and 

websites.   

 

About Copyright Clearance Center 

Copyright Clearance Center (CCC), a leading global rights-licensing technology organization, 
provides solutions that simplify compliance for content users, promotes the work of creators and 
supports the principles of copyright. A rights broker for the world’s most sought-after journals, books, 
blogs, movies and more, CCC makes it easy for businesses and academic institutions to use, share 
and store copyrighted material while compensating content creators for their works. With its 
international subsidiary, RightsDirect, CCC serves more than 35,000 customers and 12,000 
publishers around the world. 
 
About Brill 

Founded in 1683 in Leiden, the Netherlands, Brill is a leading international academic publisher in the 
Humanities, Social Sciences, International Law, and Biology.  With offices in Leiden and Boston, Brill 
today publishes over 200 journals and around 800 new books and reference works each year, 
available in both print and electronic form.  Brill also markets a large number of primary source 
research collections and databases.  The company’s key customers are academic and research 
institutions, libraries, and scholars.  Brill is a publicly traded company and is listed on Euronext 
Amsterdam NV.  For further information, please visit www.brill.com. 
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